The effectiveness of light on the circadian clock is linked to its emotional value.
Studies carried out within the primary visual system have shown that neural responses to light stimuli transmitted via the retinogeniculate pathway are significantly altered when these stimuli are made aversive through conditioning. The effect of such aversive conditioning on neural responses to light transmitted within the circadian visual system has not been investigated. In mammals, the principal projection of the circadian visual system, the retinohypothalamic tract, is functionally and anatomically distinct from the primary visual pathway allowing for direct transmission of light from the retina to the suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, the circadian clock. Light transmitted within this pathway is essential for entrainment of circadian rhythms providing the critical stimulus for resetting the circadian clock. We asked whether the response of neural elements within the suprachiasmatic nucleus to a resetting light stimulus would be altered if that stimulus had acquired aversive properties through conditioning. To study this we assessed the effect of a light stimulus made aversive through pairings with footshock on a cellular correlate of clock resetting, the expression of the transcription factor Fos in neurons of the suprachiasmatic nucleus. We show that Fos expression in the suprachiasmatic nucleus in response to light previously paired with footshock is significantly suppressed. This finding provides the first evidence that the effectiveness of a light as a resetting stimulus can be modulated by its conditioned aversive properties.